
Astro Movies Pack Customers 
 

1. Where can I watch Game of Thrones? 
You can watch Game of Thrones via HBO linear channels (411 / 431 HD) or on demand. 
 

2. Where and when can I watch the edited version of Game of Thrones? 
Game of Thrones via HBO linear channels (411 / 431 HD) is edited and is rated 18.  
 
You can watch new edited episodes of Game of Thrones Season 8 every Monday at 
9am (same time as the U.S.) with an encore at 10pm, via HBO linear channels (411 / 
431 HD). 
 
For Astro GO: Search ‘HBO’ > Under ‘Channels’ > Select ‘HBO’ 
 

3. Where and when can I watch the uncensored version of Game of Thrones? 
Game of Thrones via on demand is uncensored and is rated 21.  
 
Stream all episodes from Season 1 to 7 of Game of Thrones uncensored on demand, at 
anytime. 
You can watch new uncensored episodes of Game of Thrones Season 8 on demand, 
available every Monday after the end of the premiere episode.  
 
For Astro GO: Search > Game of Thrones 
 

4. What is on demand content? 
On demand content is available for viewing anytime on your device of choice and does 
not follow regular broadcast timing of linear channels. All content on demand is 
uncensored. 
 
To access on demand content, ensure your PVR (decoder) is connected to the internet.  
 

5. Do I need to purchase the HBO Game of Thrones Pass? 
Astro Movies Pack customers do not need to to purchase the HBO Game of Thrones 
Pass. 
 

Astro Customers not subscribed to Movies Pack 
 

1. How can I watch Game of Thrones? 
You can enjoy all seasons of Game of Thrones and many other titles when you purchase 
the HBO Game of Thrones Pass / subscribe to the Astro Movies Pack. 
 

2. Where and when can I watch the edited version of Game of Thrones? 
Game of Thrones via HBO linear channels (411 and 431 HD) is edited and is rated 18.  



 
After purchasing the HBO Game of Thrones Pass / subscribing to the Movies Pack, you 
can watch new edited episodes of Game of Thrones Season 8 every Monday at 9am 
(same time as the U.S.) with an encore at 10pm via HBO linear channels (411/ 431 HD). 
 
For Astro GO: Search ‘HBO’ > Under ‘Channels’ > Select ‘HBO’ 
 

3. Where and when can I watch the uncensored version of Game of Thrones? 
Game of Thrones via on demand is uncensored and is rated 21.  
 
After purchasing the HBO Game of Thrones Pass / subscribing to the Movies Pack, you 
can stream all episodes from Season 1 to Season 7 of Game of Thrones uncensored on 
demand, at anytime. 
You can watch new uncensored episodes of Game of Thrones Season 8 on demand, 
available every Monday after the end of the premiere episode.  
 
For Astro GO: Search > Game of Thrones  
 

4. When and where can I watch content from the HBO Game of Thrones Pass? 
After purchasing the HBO Game of Thrones Pass and receiving an SMS confirmation, 
you can access the Pass within 15 minutes on your set-top-box (decoder) and Astro GO 
via HBO linear channels (411/431 HD) and on demand. 
 

5. Can I watch all titles from the HBO Game of Thrones Pass uncensored? 
Yes, after purchasing the HBO Game of Thrones Pass, you can stream all available 
titles uncensored on demand via Astro TV and Astro GO. 
To access on demand content, ensure your PVR (decoder) is connected to the internet.  
 

6. What is on demand content? 
On demand content is available for viewing anytime on your device of choice and does 
not follow regular broadcast timing of linear channels. All content on demand is 
uncensored. 
To access on demand content, ensure your PVR (decoder) is connected to the internet.  
 

7. What can I watch on demand via the HBO Game of Thrones Pass? 
You can stream all episodes including the latest season of Game of Thrones 
uncensored on Astro TV both connected Astro PVR (decoder) and Astro GO. 
You can also enjoy other content on HBO including The Handmaid’s Tale, True 
Detective, Big Little Lies, Westworld and many more. 

 
 
 
 



Censorship 
 

1. What is the rating for Game of Thrones? 
Game of Thrones is available on HBO linear channels (411/431 HD) and on demand.  

● On HBO linear channels (411/431 HD): 
Game of Thrones is edited according to national regulations and is rated 18. 

● On Demand: 
Game of Thrones is uncensored and is rated 21, according to HBO’s rating. 
Please note that all content on demand may contain mature themes, and is 
subject to the same content guidelines as other OTT service providers. Viewers 
will have to proactively search and download titles of their choice for viewing 
before they can watch any content on demand. 

 
2. Does Astro provide parental control/rating advisory for Game of Thrones? 

Yes, all programmes watched on Astro TV provides customers with a parental control 
option as well as a programme rating reminder at the beginning of each episode. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


